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Radiative double-electron capture by fully stripped and one-electron ions in gas and thin-foil targets2
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Radiative double-electron capture (RDEC), in which two-electron capture is accompanied by simultaneous
emission of a single photon, was investigated for fully stripped and one-electron projectiles colliding with
gaseous and thin-foil targets. RDEC can be considered the inverse of double photoionization by a single photon.
For the gaseous targets, measurements were done for 2.11 MeV/u F9+ and F8+ ions interacting with N2 and Ne,
while for the thin-foil target the measurements were done for 2.11 MeV/u F9+ and F8+ and 2.19 MeV/u O8+ and
O7+ ions striking thin C targets. Reports on this work were already published separately in shorter accounts by La
Mantia et al. [Phys. Rev. Lett. 124, 133401 (2020) for the gas targets and Phys. Rev. A 102, 060801(R) (2020) for
the thin-foil targets]. The gas targets were studied under single-collision conditions, while the foil targets suffered
unavoidable multiple collisions. The measurements were carried out by detecting x-ray emission from the target
at 90◦ to the beam direction in coincidence with outgoing ions undergoing double, single, and, in the case
of the foil targets, no charge change inside the target. Striking differences between the gaseous and foil targets
were found from these measurements, with RDEC for the gaseous targets occurring only in coincidence with q-2
outgoing projectiles as expected, while RDEC for the foil targets was seen in each of the outgoing q-2, q-1, and no
charge-change states. The no charge-change result was totally unexpected. The cross sections for RDEC for the
fully stripped ions on gas targets were found to be about six times larger than those for the one-electron projec-
tiles. For the foil targets, the RDEC cross sections for the fully stripped and one-electron projectiles differ some-
what from one another but not to the the extent they did for the gas targets. In this work the cross sections for all
of the projectiles for the foil targets were adjusted due to the target contaminant background from potassium and
calcium atoms that existed in the spectra. Also, the cross sections for the incident one-electron projectiles were
modified due to a correction for the fraction of these ions that becomes fully stripped in passage through the foil.
These differences are attributed to the effects of the multiple collisions that occur for the foil targets. The differ-
ential cross sections at 90◦ determined for each of the projectiles interacting with each of the targets are compared
with each other and with the previous measurements. To the extent that the cross sections follow a sin2 θ depen-
dence, the total cross sections are compared with theoretical calculations [E. A. Mistonova and O. Yu. Andreev,
Phys. Rev. A 87, 034702 (2013)], for which the agreement is poor, with the measured cross section exceeding
the predicted ones by about an order of magnitude. Possible reasons for this discrepancy will be discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION34

Recently, in two papers, we published our findings for35

radiative double-electron capture (RDEC) by fully stripped36

and one-electron ions moving through gas [1] and thin-foil37

targets [2]. The collisions were investigated with the ex-38

perimental results for gas and foil targets compared with39

each other and with available theoretical calculations. The40

measurements, which were difficult and time consuming, pro-41

vided the first unambiguous evidence for the existence of42

RDEC, a process that can be considered the inverse of double43

photoionization.44

Electron capture by highly charged ions moving in matter45

consisting of gases, solids, and plasmas is of fundamental and46

applied interest, including astronomical aspects. This interest47

is continually studied in all three matter states, both experi-48

mentally and theoretically. Of the several processes that are49

possible, electron capture simultaneous with the emission of a50

*john.tanis@wmich.edu

single photon is of particular challenging interest. In the case 51

of interest here, this capture occurs as a single or double event. 52

In the former case, the process is called radiative electron 53

capture (REC) [3–5] if the capture comes from a bound atomic 54

or molecular electron and is referred to as radiative recom- 55

bination for a free electron. Either of these processes (free 56

or bound electrons) can be considered the inverse of single 57

photoionization. For the case of two electrons captured with 58

emission of a single photon, the process is called radiative 59

double-electron capture (RDEC) [6] when the electrons are 60

both initially bound. Here, the process is considered as the 61

inverse of double photoionization by a single photon. Hence, 62

radiative double-electron capture is intimately connected with 63

its inverse process and should provide insight into it. Inci- 64

dentally, double ionization between a single photon and a 65

two-electron ion is not currently measurable for an atomic 66

system other than atomic helium due to the technical diffi- 67

culties of obtaining beams of photons and ions with sufficient 68

intensity to carry out these investigations. 69

So far, studies of RDEC occurring in ion-atom and 70

molecule collisions have been quite sparse due to the 71
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complicated experimental setups and the rather long times72

required to obtain sufficient and accurate data (measurements73

to date have taken about three weeks of round-the-clock data74

acquisition for a single projectile-target gas system). Despite75

these difficulties, RDEC has been investigated experimentally76

in six trials over the past two and a half decades. The first77

measurement was reported in 1995 for 11.4 MeV/u Ar18+ on78

C [7], followed by measurements reported in 2003 for 29779

MeV/u U92+ on Ar [8]. Neither of these studies, conducted80

at the GSI facility in Germany, showed evidence of RDEC.81

In 2010, from measurements done at Western Michigan Uni-82

versity with the tandem Van de Graaff accelerator, following83

the suggestion of Nefiodov et al. [9] that lower-energy, mid-Z84

ions may lead to larger RDEC probabilities, some evidence85

for RDEC from measurements for 2.4 MeV O8+ on C [10]86

was seen, followed by measurements in the same laboratory87

for positive RDEC results for 2.2 MeV/u F9+ striking C [11].88

These studies were followed by additional work done at GSI89

reported for 30 MeV/u Cr24+ ions on He and N2 targets [12]90

that again showed no evidence of RDEC. This body of work91

represents the extent of experimental RDEC investigations92

that were completed until the work reported here.93

In this paper, we report results of studies of RDEC for fully94

stripped and one-electron F9,8+ ions on gas targets of N2 and95

Ne, and the same for O8,7+ and F9,8+ ions incident on thin-foil96

C targets. For the thin-foil targets there is the expectation that97

charge changing of the incident ion occurs after it undergoes98

capture (and the RDEC process) and continues its passage99

through the foil. Our recent successful works on RDEC are100

combined in this paper, bringing together the similarities and101

differences between RDEC in gas and thin-foil targets. For102

gas targets done under single-collision conditions, the RDEC103

results show the expected behavior with the events occurring104

only for ions that have captured two electrons, while for the105

thin-foil targets it is found that RDEC occurs for all three106

outgoing charge states of q-2, q-1, and q. These outcomes107

due to RDEC in foils are a result of the unavoidable multiple108

charge-changing collisions as the ions pass through the foil.109

Also, the probabilities for RDEC in fully stripped projectiles110

incident on the gas targets were found to be about six times111

larger than those for incident one-electron projectiles. For112

the foil targets, a difference of a factor of 6 was not seen,113

with the fully stripped and one-electron projectiles showing114

much more comparable probabilities. Significant differences115

are found in the experimental cross sections of the outgoing116

charge states between oxygen and fluorine ions, despite their117

differing by only one atomic number. The cross sections for118

RDEC will be compared with each other and the results for119

gas targets will be compared with those obtained for the120

thin-foil targets. Finally, the cross sections will be compared121

with available theoretical cross sections to the extent possible.122

These, as well as other RDEC features, will be discussed in123

detail in this paper.124

II. KINEMATIC CONSIDERATIONS125

As the starting point of our consideration of RDEC, Fig. 1126

shows the schematics of single-electron capture REC and127

double-electron capture RDEC of interest here. In these pro-128

cesses, one (REC) or two (RDEC) electrons from bound states129

FIG. 1. Energy diagram showing the (a) REC and (b) RDEC
processes. In REC, one electron is captured from a target bound
state to the projectile with simultaneous emission of a single photon.
In RDEC, two electrons are captured from target bound states to
the projectile with the simultaneous emission of a single photon.
Generally, the electrons can be captured from any target bound states
to any bound states of the projectile.

of the target atom are transferred to the projectile accompa- 130

nied by the simultaneous emission of a single photon. For 131

REC there are two possible transitions while there are six 132

for RDEC, in which an electron(s) from the target fills at 133

least one vacancy in the K shell of the projectile. It is only 134

these K-populating states that can be observed in this work. 135

To get the REC or RDEC energy of the emitted photon, the 136

kinetic energy Kt of the captured electron, as seen from the 137

rest frame of the projectile, must be added to this energy. To 138

this must be added or subtracted the binding energies in the 139

projectile Bp and the target Bt , and a term representing the 140

Compton profile [13] of the captured electrons along the beam 141

direction, resulting in a broadening of the transition peak. 142

From the energy schematics for REC and RDEC shown in 143

Fig. 1, the energies of the REC and RDEC photons emitted 144

can be written as 145

EREC = Kt + Bp − Bt + �vp · �pit , (1)

ERDEC = 2Kt + B1
p + B2

p − B1
t − B2

t + �vp · �pit 1 + �vp · �pit 2.
(2)

In these equations the binding energies (the B values) are 146

taken as positive, and the quantities vp and pit represent, 147

respectively, the velocity of the projectile ion in the laboratory 148

frame and intrinsic momentum of the captured electron due 149

to its orbital motion in the target atom. The Compton profile 150

is recognized as having rather large influences on the peak 151

widths due to RDEC in the x-ray spectrum. Generally, it has 152

been assumed the Compton profile broadens the peaks by 153

about a factor of 2, although this broadening has not been 154

verified because the statistics obtained so far for any of the 155

RDEC x-ray peaks are insufficient to show this. However, the 156

effect of this broadening has definitely been shown for REC 157

peaks that were observed (see, for example, Ref. [4], Fig. 9). 158

In general, the target electrons can be captured to the same 159
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FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. For the gas
targets the setup is that shown in the main part of the figure with gas
cell placed in the beam line. To measure the thin-foil targets, the gas
cell is removed and the setup shown as the inset in the lower left of
the figure is installed in the beam line.

or different bound states of the projectile, with each possible160

transition emitting a photon corresponding its distinct energy.161

Another point to consider in determining the total RDEC162

cross sections is the relationship between the usually observed163

differential cross sections (at 90◦) and the total cross sections.164

For REC this relationship has a sin2 θ dependence [14,15]165

resulting in the following connection between the measured166

cross section at 90◦ and the total cross section:167

σ total
REC = 8π

3

dσREC

d�
(θ = 90◦). (3)

In this equation, � represents the solid angle seen by the168

x-ray detector from the point of view of the target. If this same169

dependence is assumed for RDEC, then the total cross section170

can be determined from the same equation. It is recognized171

that a detailed study of the RDEC polarization would be172

useful, but such an examination of the angular dependence173

would be quite difficult due to the small cross sections and174

the time involved in making the measurements. Hence, the175

expression given by this equation will be used in this paper.176

A final point that needs to be considered is the probability177

for emission of two REC photons detected simultaneously178

with each event causing the capture of one additional electron.179

During this simultaneous emission the energy of the two pho-180

tons will be added in the x-ray detector, appearing as a single181

photon with about twice the energy equal to the RDEC photon182

energies [see Eqs. (1) and (2)]. However, the cross section for183

this double REC process scales as (σREC/a0)2 with σREC � a0184

[16], making its probability of observation about two orders of185

magnitude smaller than that for RDEC.186

III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES187

The measurements for this work were carried out with the188

6-MV tandem Van de Graaff accelerator facility at Western189

Michigan University. Figure 2 shows a schematic of the ex-190

perimental setup for both the target gas measurements and191

those done for the thin-foil carbon targets. The projectile ions,192

accelerated to ∼2 MeV/u, collided with the gas target (cell193

length∼4 cm, pressure∼10 mTorr→ 1.3 × 1015 atoms/cm2)194

contained inside a differentially pumped cell, or with the195

carbon target mounted on a holder tilted at 45◦ to the beam196

direction. Due to its uncomplicated design, switching between197

the target gas cell and the target ladder was a simple matter 198

and could be accomplished in about an hour. A Si(Li) x-ray 199

detector was placed at 90◦ to the beam as shown (asymmetries 200

in the cross sections could not be measured because it was not 201

possible to change the angle of the detector). After passing 202

through the target, the outgoing ions were separated according 203

to charge state using a dipole magnet, and the q-2, q-1, and 204

q charge states were counted with separate surface-barrier 205

detectors. For the measurements with the gas targets, coin- 206

cidences with the main beam could not be detected due to 207

its high intensity (about 95% of the beam exited the collision 208

region in this charge state), so a Faraday cup was used instead 209

to measure the main beam. Taking data for the gas targets (N2 210

and Ne) was a long process, requiring round-the-clock col- 211

lection times of about three weeks for each projectile charge 212

state and each target. For the carbon target, the Faraday cup 213

was replaced with a solid-state Si particle detector, so all of 214

the outgoing beam fractions were observed, except for O8+
215

and F9+ when the initial beams were one-electron ions, and 216

coincidences with the observed fractions recorded. Data were 217

gathered much more quickly for the carbon target due to it 218

being significantly thicker, with each projectile and charge 219

state requiring just two to three days of measuring time. The 220

disadvantage of not counting O8+ and F9+ for initial beams of 221

O7+ and F8+ is that the actual fraction of charge-stripped ions 222

is not measured and, hence, the fraction must be calculated 223

from reported values of the cross sections and the number of 224

RDEC photons estimated. 225

The x-ray detector, with an effective observation area of 226

∼60 mm2, was positioned at a distance of 1.7 ± 0.1 cm from 227

the target for the gases, while this distance was 2.8 ± 0.1 cm 228

for the C-foil targets, corresponding to detection solid angles 229

of 0.208 and 0.0765 steradians, respectively, for the two target 230

cases. The detection efficiency of x rays with energies in the 231

calculated RDEC energy range is greater than∼98%. For each 232

of the measurements with different projectiles (F9+, F8+, O8+, 233

and O7+), short runs with no gas or an empty foil holder 234

(without the C target) were performed in order to show that 235

no background events contributed to the measurements. 236

Data acquisition was done using event-mode collection 237

with the coincidences between x rays and particles observed 238

in the q-2, q-1, and q charge states recorded separately (except 239

for the gas targets for which the beam was too intense to 240

measure the no charge change state separately). This allowed 241

the collected data to be analyzed by (1) a gate condition ap- 242

plied to the particle spectra to generate x rays associated with 243

them (referred to as particle-gated x-ray spectra), or (2) a gate 244

condition applied to the x-ray spectrum to generate the particle 245

spectra associated with the individual charge states (referred 246

to as x-ray gated particle spectra). These two methods should 247

be consistent with each other and give similar numbers of 248

events observed for RDEC. 249

IV. RESULTS 250

In this work, studies were undertaken for eight different 251

projectile-target systems, specifically, fully stripped and one- 252

electron F9,8+ ions incident on gas targets of N2 and Ne, and 253

for O8,7+ and F9,8+ ions incident on thin-foil C targets. For the 254

gas targets, helium was also tried but the counting rate was too 255
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TABLE I. Calculated RDEC energies (eV) for electron transitions involving at least one electron going to the projectile K shell for 2.11
MeV/u (40 MeV) F9,8+ ions incident on gas targets of N2 and Ne and for 2.19 MeV/u (35 MeV) O8,7+ and 2.11 MeV/u (40 MeV) F9,8+ ions
incident on thin-foil carbon targets. For the one-electron projectiles, transitions with both electrons going to the K shell are not possible due to
there being already an electron in that shell. In the list of electron transitions the designation V refers to valence (quasifree) electrons.

Projectile-target system

RDEC electron 40 MeV 40 MeV 40 MeV 40 MeV 35 MeV 35 MeV 40 MeV 40 MeV
transition F9++ N2 F8++ N2 F9++ Ne F8++ Ne O8++ C O7++ C F9++ C F8++ C

VV → KK 4350 4350 4333 3993
VK → KK 3940 3480 4056 3716
KK → KK 3530 2610 3779 3439
VV → KL 3610 3466 3610 3466 3615 3414 3420 3244
VK → KL 3200 3056 2740 2596 3338 3137 3143 2967
KK → KL 2790 2646 1870 1726 3061 2859 2866 2690

low (three RDEC counts were obtained in 10 days of round-256

the-clock running) to make this target possible in the allocated257

beam time. Calculated RDEC energies of the six transitions258

involving transfer of one or two electrons to the K shell for259

the eight target-projectile systems are listed in Table I. For260

the one-electron projectiles O7+ and F8+, two electrons from261

the target atom cannot be captured to the projectile K shell262

due to the existing electron in that shell. However, transitions263

with the final state being KL (corresponding to the transfer of264

one electron to the K shell and the other to the L shell) are265

possible.266

Figures 3 and 4 show the raw spectra (without applying267

any gates) obtained for the F9++ N2 gas and the F9++ C268

thin-foil systems. Due to the large difference in counting rates269

between the x rays (much lower) and the particles, the trigger270

for the coincidence events was set on the x rays. Therefore, the271

timescale is somewhat arbitrary because the particle signals272

had to be delayed to come after the x-ray signals. The same273

is true for all of the time spectra shown in Figs. 3–10. At274

FIG. 3. Typical raw spectra obtained for the gas targets. Shown
are the sums of collected (a) x-ray singles events, (b) x-ray and
doubly charge-changed, q-2, and (c) x-ray and singly charged, q-1,
coincidence events. The data are for 2.11 MeV/u (40 MeV) F9++
N2. The RDEC range in eV is shown in the inset to (a).

first glance these two sets of recorded spectra look similar, 275

and the spectra are typical of those observed for the other 276

projectiles and charge states investigated in this work. Dif- 277

ferences between the spectra and the other projectile-target 278

systems measured are seen when gates are set on either the 279

x-ray or particle spectra, thereby revealing coincidences with 280

the individual outgoing charge states. For the C target spectra, 281

it is noted that x-ray coincidences with the main beam are 282

also measured, something that cannot be done with the gas 283

targets. 284

In Fig. 3 are shown the sums of the collected x-ray singles 285

events [Fig. 3(a)], the x-ray and doubly charge-changed, q-2 286

[Fig. 3(b)], and the x-ray and singly charge-changed, q-1 287

[Fig. 3(c)] coincidence events for 2.11 MeV/u F9++ N2. 288

Similar spectra (not shown) were obtained for F8++ N2 and 289

for F9+, F8+ striking the Ne target. All of the spectra taken 290

for F9+ and F8+ on N2 and Ne were collected for ∼1.0 ×1012 291

(taking about 3 weeks) incident particles, with measurements 292

for each projectile charge state and target requiring about 293

FIG. 4. Typical raw spectra obtained for the thin-foil C targets.
Shown are the sums of collected (a) x-ray singles events, (b) x-ray
and doubly charge-changed q-2, (c) x-ray and singly charged q-1,
and (d) x-ray and no charge changed q coincidence events. The data
are for 2.11 MeV/u (40 MeV) F9++ C. The RDEC range in eV is
shown in the inset to (a).
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FIG. 5. Spectra obtained for 2.11 MeV/u (40 MeV) F9+ and
F8++ N2: (a), (b) the x-ray-gated particle spectra for the doubly
charge-changed projectiles sorted using the region labeled RDEC
in Fig. 3(a), while (c) and (d) are the particle-gated x-ray spectra
corresponding to (a) and (b), respectively, i.e., the doubly charge-
changed, q-2, outgoing state. The numbers shown on each graph are
the totals for each spectrum after background subtraction, showing
that the left and right panels agree with each other. The total number
of incident particles was ∼1.0 × 1012.

500 h of collection time. The low number of incident particles294

(∼1012) collected in 500 h for F9+ and F8+ is because the295

particle detectors can count efficiently only up to about 50 000296

counts per second. The detector collecting the one-electron297

ions always had the highest count rate, so the beam was298

held to keep the rate on this detector to about this number.299

Figure 4 gives similar information as Figs. 3(a)–3(c), and300

in addition shows the x-ray and particle coincidences for301

outgoing particles with the same charge as the main beam302

q [Fig. 4(d)] for 2.11 MeV/u F9++ C. Similar spectra (not303

shown) were obtained for F8++ C, and for O8+ and O7++ C304

targets. For the thin-foil C data, spectra were collected for305

7.13 × 109, 2.48 × 109, 3.74 × 109, and 2.11 × 109 incident306

particles, respectively, for the F9+, F8+, O8+, and O7+ ions,307

with the measurements for each projectile charge-state and308

target system requiring 2–3 days of collection time. Thus, the309

thin-foil C targets took about 2 weeks to collect all of the data310

for the projectile-target systems investigated.311

The spectra of Figs. 3 and 4, and the spectra like them for312

the other projectile charge states and targets studied, can then313

be used to generate x-ray-gated particle spectra and particle-314

gated x-ray spectra, which should give similar results for the315

numbers of events for each projectile-target system. Figures 5316

and 6 show these results for the F9+ and F8+ projectiles on317

N2 and Ne targets, respectively, for the data obtained, while318

Figs. 7 and 8 show the same information for F9,8+ incident on319

thin-foil C and Figs. 9 and 10 show the same for O8,7+ incident320

on C, respectively. For the gas targets, only the q-2 spectra are321

shown because, as mentioned above, it is only these spectra322

that can have a change of two in producing RDEC events.323

Double-capture events can occur in the x-ray range due to324

FIG. 6. Spectra obtained for 2.11 MeV/u (40 MeV) F9+ and
F8++ Ne. See Fig. 5 for the rest of the caption. Please note these
spectra were obtained for an RDEC region similar to that indicated
in Fig. 5, which was taken from the Ne spectrum corresponding to
Fig. 3(a).

FIG. 7. Spectra obtained for 2.11 MeV/u (40 MeV) F9++ C:
(a)–(c) the x-ray-gated particle spectra for the doubly, singly, and
no charge-changed projectiles sorted using the region labeled RDEC
in Fig. 4(a). (d)–(f) The particle-gated x-ray spectra corresponding
to (a), (b), and (c), respectively, i.e., doubly, singly, and no charge-
changed outgoing states. The numbers on each graph are the totals
for each spectrum after background subtraction, showing that the left
and right panels agree with each other. The total number of incident
particles was ∼7.13 × 109.
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FIG. 8. Spectra obtained for 2.11 MeV/u (40 MeV) F8++ C:
(a)–(c) X-ray-gated particle spectra for the doubly, singly, and no
charge-changed projectiles sorted using a region similar to that
labeled RDEC in Fig. 4(a). (d)–(f) Particle-gated x-ray spectra corre-
sponding to (a), (b), and (c), respectively, i.e., doubly, singly, and
no charge-changed outgoing states. The numbers shown on each
graph are the totals for each spectrum after background subtraction,
showing that the left and right panels agree with each other. The total
number of incident particles was ∼2.48 × 109.

two REC events (see Fig. 3 above) in the q-2 spectra and325

can be seen from the x-ray gated particle spectra, as shown326

in Ref. [1], Figs. 3 and 4.327

In comparing the spectra observed for the gas targets and328

the C foil, an obvious question is what role multiple collisions329

play in the foil data. For the gas target data these collisions do330

not occur because the measurements were done under single-331

collision conditions with a maximum of 5% of the incident332

beam changing charge in interactions with the target. On the333

other hand, for the foil targets (nearly) all of the incident334

particles have varying degrees of probability of undergoing335

charge-changing interactions due to the large stripping cross336

sections occurring in the relatively thick C-foil targets com-337

pared to the gas. These charge-stripping cross sections have338

the effect of changing the charge state formed in the RDEC339

process as the beam continues to move through the rest of the340

foil. This effect will be looked at in detail in the Discussion341

section below.342

In Figs. 5 and 6, significant differences are seen in the343

numbers of events for F9+ and F8+, a result attributed to the344

difference in K-shell vacancies in the projectile (two versus345

one) and, consequently, the allowed RDEC transitions. The346

number of counts (less background) in Figs. 5(a) and 5(c) and347

in 5(b) and 5(d) agree with each other, respectively, as do the348

counts in Figs. 6(a) and 6(c) and 6(b) and 6(d), but the events349

in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) and 6(a) and 6(b) show these numbers350

FIG. 9. Spectra obtained for 2.19 MeV/u (35 MeV) O8++ C:
(a)–(c) X-ray-gated particle spectra for the doubly, singly, and no
charge-changed projectiles sorted using a region similar to that
labeled RDEC in Fig. 4(a). (d)–(f) Particle-gated x-ray spectra corre-
sponding to (a), (b), and (c), respectively, i.e., doubly, singly, and
no charge-changed outgoing states. The numbers shown on each
graph are the totals for each spectrum after background subtraction,
showing that the left and right panels agree with each other. The total
number of incident particles was ∼3.74 × 109.

most clearly. Moreover, Figs. 5(c) and 6(c) give some insight 351

into which RDEC transitions (see Table I) occur. The numbers 352

of events in Figs. 5(b) and 6(b) are so few that, while peaks 353

can be seen in these x-ray-gated particle spectra, peaks cannot 354

be seen in the particle-gated x-ray spectra of Figs. 5(d) and 355

6(d) due to the three expected transitions (see Table I for F8+
356

on the N2 and Ne targets) in these latter figures. Also, the 357

particle events in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) and 6(a) and 6(b) result 358

in sharper peaks at higher channel numbers than the particle 359

events shown in Fig. 3(b). Both the sharper peak and higher 360

channel numbers are due to the excellent time resolution of 361

the x-ray detector used in these measurements, resulting in 362

electronic signals with sharper rise times due to differences in 363

the pulse height. 364

Figure 7 shows essentially the same information as Figs. 5 365

and 6 for the particle and x-ray spectra for F9+ ions incident 366

on C, the difference being that x-ray spectra are shown for 367

each accompanying outgoing charge state to its immediate 368

left. Figure 8 shows this information for F8+ on C, while 369

Figs. 9 and 10 display the information for O8+ and O7+ on 370

C. In comparing these C-foil spectra, large differences are 371

seen depending which of the four incident projectiles are 372

involved and which outgoing charge state of the projectile is 373

considered. This dependence on outgoing charge state is very 374

different from what is found for gas targets as shown in Figs. 5 375

and 6 above. 376
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FIG. 10. Spectra obtained for 2.19 MeV/u (35 MeV) O7++ C:
(a)–(c) the x-ray-gated particle spectra for the doubly, singly, and
no charge-changed projectiles sorted using a region similar to that
labeled RDEC in Fig. 4(a). (d)–(f) The particle-gated x-ray spectra
corresponding to (a), (b), and (c), respectively, i.e., doubly, singly,
and no charge-changed outgoing states. The numbers shown on each
graph are the totals for each spectrum after background subtraction,
showing that the left and right panels agree with each other. The total
number of incident particles was ∼2.11 × 109.

Figure 11 shows the sums of the x-ray spectra in Figs. 7–377

10. These spectra represent the sums of the particle-gated378

x-ray spectra for q-2, q-1, and q outgoing charge states379

of F9+, F8+, O8+, and O7+ on C, respectively, shown in380

Figs. 7(d)–7(f), 8(d)–8(f), 9(d)–9(f), and 10(d)–10(f). The381

differences between the spectra for the C-foil target and those382

for the gas targets imply large charge stripping cross sections383

resulting in multiple collisions in the foil targets that do not384

exist for the gas targets that were done under single-collision385

conditions. This will be discussed in the following section.386

In reviewing these figures for RDEC and the charge-387

changing associated with them, large differences are seen in388

the results for gas targets and C-foil targets, as well as in the389

results for the two different ion species and the respective390

charge states considered. For the gas targets, RDEC only391

appears in the doubly charge-changed, q-2, outgoing channel,392

while for the C-foil RDEC events appear in all three outgoing393

charge state channels q-2, q-1, and q. Also, the differences in394

RDEC findings between the fully stripped and one-electron395

projectiles are nearly a factor of 6 for the gas targets, while396

for C-foil targets normalized to the incident beam current,397

this difference is much smaller, coming to about the same398

value. Moreover, examination of the outgoing charge-state399

C-foil spectra individually for fully stripped and one-electron400

fluorine and oxygen projectiles shows that the two projectiles401

give very different results for RDEC, with the spectra for402

FIG. 11. Particle-gated x-ray spectra for the sum of q-2, q-1, and
q outgoing charge states of incident 2.11 MeV/u (40 MeV) F9,8+ and
2.19 MeV/u (35 MeV) O8,7+ projectiles on C: (a), (b) are for F9+

and F8+, respectively, and (c) and (d) for O8+ and O7+, respectively.
The total number of incident particles is given by the numbers in
Figs. 7–10.

oxygen shifting to significantly higher outgoing charge states 403

than the fluorine ions. These different findings in the results 404

between oxygen and fluorine ions occur despite the fact that 405

the ionic species are just one atomic number apart. The causes, 406

including the effects of the multiple collisions that inevitably 407

occur in the C-foil target measurements, will be explored more 408

in Sec. V immediately following. 409

V. DISCUSSION 410

In this section we will first discuss the effects of multiple 411

collisions on RDEC and what they cause in determining the 412

cross sections. While the gas and foil targets are expected 413

to give values for the RDEC cross sections that are at least 414

similar, these targets also yield quite different findings for 415

the outgoing charge states in which the RDEC events result in 416

the multiple collisions for the case of the thin-foil targets. The 417

discussion will begin with the effects of single and multiple 418

collisions by the ions as they transverse the target following 419

the formation of an RDEC event. This will be followed by 420

comments on the equilibrium of the charge distribution of the 421

ion beam as it moves through the foil. Then the determination 422

of the measured differential cross sections at 90◦ and the 423

calculation and assumptions that go into obtaining total cross 424

sections from the differential cross sections will be presented. 425

This discussion will also include comparison with the avail- 426

able theoretical cross sections for the systems studied. The 427

section will conclude with comments on the large difference 428

between the cross sections of fully stripped and one-electron 429

projectiles striking the gas targets, and reasons for less of a 430

difference in the case of the foil targets. 431

A. Single and multiple collisions in RDEC 432

Here, the differences between the gas targets and the C 433

foil are discussed. For gas targets the measurements are easily 434
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TABLE II. Estimated charge-stripping cross sections for ∼2
MeV/u highly stripped oxygen and fluorine on carbon. The Oq+ and
Fq+ cross sections were scaled from Refs. [17–19], respectively. By
applying the cross sections to the relevant charge states of Figs. 7–10,
the relative distributions of the q-2, q-1, and q spectra are readily
seen.

Cross Cross
Oq++ C section (Mb) Fq++ C section (Mb)

5+ → 6+ 19.0 6+ → 7+ 4.0
6+ → 7+ 3.6 7+ → 8+ 1.0
7+ → 8+ 0.4 8+ → 9+ 0.2

carried out under single-collision conditions by adjusting the435

gas pressure in the target cell, while for the C-foil targets436

this cannot be done. All of the gas target measurements were437

carried out with target densities (∼10 mTorr ∼3.3× 1014438

atoms/cm3) such that less than 5% of the incident beam439

changed charge in passing through the target. For the C-440

foil targets, the densities (about 15 μg/cm2 = 7.53 × 1017441

atoms/cm2) were such that single-collision conditions are not442

possible. This difference between the single- and multiple-443

collision conditions can be expected to lead to very different444

results in the outgoing charge-state channels in which RDEC445

events occur. In the latter case, the multiple collisions lead446

to a change in the charge of the incident ion as it continues447

passage through the foil following the RDEC process. This448

occurs by assuming RDEC occurs on average halfway through449

the foil following which half of the foil can still be used for450

charge changing. This charge change is most likely caused by451

subsequent stripping of the ion that underwent RDEC.452

Table II shows the estimated charge stripping cross sections453

for fully stripped and one-electron O8,7+ and F9,8+ projectiles454

[17–19] that have undergone RDEC. Multiplying these cross455

sections by half the foil thickness (∼4 × 1017 atoms/cm2),456

the average distance the passing ion still has to travel, the457

probabilities of the relative distributions of the charge states458

obtained in Figs. 7–10 are predicted. It should be recalled that459

a probability of more than unity implies that the process of460

charge stripping almost certainly takes place, while a value461

less than unity means that approximately the calculated frac-462

tion changes charge in passage through the foil. With these463

facts in mind, the probabilities are 7.5, 1.4, and 0.16 for464

oxygen projectiles undergoing stripping for the charge states465

5+ → 6+, 6+ → 7+, and 7+ → 8+ are obtained, respec-466

tively; hence, the charge states 5+ and 6+ formed following467

the RDEC process for one-electron and fully stripped ions468

(Figs. 10 and 9, respectively) are most likely to change their469

charge, while those that reach 7+ have a smaller probability470

to change.471

For fluorine projectiles these probabilities work out to 1.6,472

0.4, and 0.08 for the stripping processes 6+ → 7+, 7+ →473

8+, and 8+ → 9+, respectively; hence, for fluorine only the474

6+ charge state formed in the RDEC process likely changes475

charge with certainty (Fig. 8), while those formed as 7+476

(Fig. 7) have about an even chance of stripping further and477

those that go to the 8+ state have little chance of changing478

charge.479

So, these probabilities show quite clearly the differences 480

between the relative charge-state distributions of oxygen and 481

fluorine ions, as well as the effect of the differences between 482

their initial charge states. These probabilities can be compared 483

with the charge distributions displayed in Figs. 7–10, panels 484

(a)–(c). 485

It is also noted that charge stripping can occur prior to an 486

RDEC event. For O7+ ion stripping occurs to charge state 8+ 487

and for F8+ it occurs to 9+. From Table II this happens about 488

32% of the time for O7+ and 16% of the time for F8+. In this 489

case, a fraction of the O7+ and F8+ beams are lost for RDEC, 490

becoming O8+ and F9+ ions instead. Hence, the numbers of 491

photons associated with these incident ions should not be 492

included, but rather the photons from O8+ and F9+ RDEC 493

should be subtracted from the total RDEC intensity observed 494

for O7+ and F8+. These corrections have been made to the 495

cross sections listed for O7+ and F8+ (see Table IV), including 496

the uncertainty associated with each ion, which is taken to 497

be ±40% for O8+ and ±30% for F9+. The disadvantage of 498

not counting charge-changed O8+ and F9+ for initial beams of 499

O7+ and F8+ is that the actual fraction of charge-stripped ions 500

is not measured (see Fig. 2) and, hence, the fraction must be 501

estimated from the table of reported stripping cross sections. 502

B. Equilibrium charge-state distributions 503

For the gas targets the outgoing charge distribution of the 504

ion beam has no effect on the RDEC process because the 505

pressure was set for single-collision conditions. In this case, 506

the pressure was always such that less than 5% of the incident 507

beam changed charge in passage through the target. Hence, 508

the doubly charge-changed (q-2) channel formed in the RDEC 509

process is the only one that needs to be considered, as shown 510

in Figs. 5 and 6. The singly charge-changed (q-1) channel was 511

also observed and no RDEC events were seen. Such is not the 512

case for the foil targets, however. 513

For the thin-foil C targets the probability that the charge 514

distribution is not in equilibrium has been observed for REC 515

events [20]. The foil thickness in this work for RDEC is 516

near the beginning of the fraction vs thickness curve (T ∼ 0), 517

where the REC cross section obtained is equal to the desired 518

value and the charge has not changed appreciably (see Fig. 3 519

of Ref. [20]). If the same assumption holds for RDEC, then 520

the values obtained for the cross sections should also be close 521

to the “zero-thickness” value. If this is so, then the effects of 522

nonequilibrium of the charge distribution do not need to be 523

considered, and the small divergence from equilibrium can be 524

taken into account in the overall uncertainties assigned to the 525

cross sections. 526

C. Calculation of the RDEC cross sections 527

Determination of the differential cross sections at 90o 528

for F9+ and F8+ incident on the gas targets N2 and Ne is 529

straightforward and can be calculated from the RDEC counts 530

observed in the q-2 outgoing charge state channel, the total 531

number of incident particles, the gas pressure used, the solid 532

angle subtended by the x-ray detector, and the efficiency of 533

the x-ray detector. Only the differential cross sections are 534

obtained from the measurements and the total RDEC cross 535
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sections are then calculated assuming polarization of the536

RDEC events is the same as REC events [14,15].537

In determining values for the cross sections for the foil538

targets measured, two rather strong contamination lines are539

seen in the x-ray spectra of Figs. 7–10 near 3.4 and 3.8 keV540

for each of the outgoing charge states associated with the four541

projectile charge states and also in the total x-ray spectra of542

Fig. 11 for the summed spectra of Figs. 7–10. These lines543

are attributed to contamination by potassium and calcium.544

The origin of these lines is not known, but they have been545

observed before in our measurements for fluorine ions on546

thin C [11], and might have come from improper handling547

of the foils prior to their installation in the target chamber;548

however, every step was taken to avoid this mishandling. The549

intensities of these contamination lines must be taken into550

account and corrected for in order to get reasonable values for551

the differential RDEC cross sections. These differential cross552

sections can then be converted to total RDEC cross sections553

assuming the polarizability [14,15] of the x rays is the same554

as that for the REC lines.555

Corrections for the contaminant lines were done by gen-556

erating additional particle-gated x-ray spectra (not shown)557

corresponding to a region encompassing these two peaks from558

about 3.3 to 4.0 keV (see Fig. 11). However, the full contribu-559

tion of the contaminant lines cannot be subtracted from the560

RDEC region without underestimating the values of the cross561

sections. So, the number of counts to be subtracted for each562

incident ion were determined by normalizing the contaminant563

counts to the “background” RDEC intensity. In this way the564

extent of the reduction in the contaminant peak required could565

be found, and these factors were 0.35, 0.33, 0.25, and 0.25566

for F9+, F8+, O8+, and O7+, respectively. The uncertainties567

in making these corrections were taken to be 20% for the568

fluorine projectiles and 25% for the oxygen projectiles and569

these values were included in determining the error bars for570

the calculated cross sections.571

As mentioned before, only differential cross sections at572

90◦ were measured in this work. From the information deter-573

mined, these differential cross sections can be calculated from574

the relation575

dσRDEC

d�
(θ = 90◦) = NRDEC

Io

1

T��ε
, (4)

where NRDEC is the number of RDEC events measured, Io is576

the total number of incident ions, T is the target thickness (in577

atoms/cm2), �� is the solid angle (in steradians) subtended578

by the x-ray detector, and ε (∼1) is the detection efficiency579

of the x rays. If the angular dependence between the RDEC580

differential cross sections and the corresponding REC cross581

sections goes as sin2 θ [14,15], then the total cross sections582

can be determined by multiplying this equation by 8π/3 as583

shown by Eq. (3) above in Sec. II.584

Table III shows the differential cross sections for RDEC585

calculated from Eq. (4) and the total cross sections for RDEC586

determined from Eq. (3) for the gas targets, while Table IV587

lists the differential and total RDEC cross sections for the588

C thin-foil targets used. The cross sections of Tables III and589

IV are plotted in Fig. 12. The differential cross sections are590

shown in the upper parts of the plot and the total cross sec-591

tions (assuming a sin2 θ dependence with the differential) are592

TABLE III. RDEC differential and total (differential multiplied
by 8π/3) cross sections (in barns/steradian/atom and barns/atom,
respectively) for the four systems of 2.11 MeV/u (40 MeV) fluorine
ions incident on gas targets of N2 and Ne. The numbers in paren-
theses following each cross section represent the uncertainty in the
value obtained.

F9++ N2 F8++ N2 F9++ Ne F8++ Ne

dσ

d�
(θ = 90◦) 0.30(0.17) 0.05(0.03) 0.25(0.14) 0.039(0.024)

σtotal 2.5(1.4) 0.42(0.25) 2.1(1.2) 0.33(0.20)

shown in the lower parts. The gas target results are shown in 593

the leftmost panels and the thin-foil cross sections are in the 594

rightmost panels. The cross sections for the gas targets are 595

smaller in general than those for the C-foil target, with the 596

cross sections for the fully stripped ions differing by a factor 597

of nearly 6 from the cross sections for the one-electron ions. 598

The most recent, and believed to be the best so far, theo- 599

retical total cross sections [21] are shown by the open squares 600

and circles, and these exist only for the thin-foil targets. Cal- 601

culations were not performed for the gas targets used in this 602

work. These theoretical cross sections were calculated using 603

the line-profile approach by two methods, labeled as the A 604

model and the K model by the authors of the reference. In 605

the Amodel a homogeneous electron density was assumed for 606

the entire target atom and all electrons were included in the 607

calculations. In the K model only the target K electrons were 608

included and a homogeneous electron density was assumed 609

for the K shell. The theoretical values, calculated for the 610

total cross sections, are seen to disagree substantially with the 611

measured values, with the results of the A model being the 612

closest. A possible error in this model could be the assumption 613

of a homogeneous electron density for the entire atom. In this 614

way, the effect of all of the electrons might be underestimated, 615

therefore giving rise to theoretical cross sections that are too 616

small. 617

Other theoretical calculations [22–24] show poorer agree- 618

ment with the measurements and are not included in the 619

comparison, except for the theory points fromMikhailov et al. 620

[24] for O8+ and F9++ C, shown by the open diamonds in 621

the lower part of the C-foil results. These points are seen to 622

dramatically underestimate the measured cross sections. 623

The cross sections for fully stripped oxygen and fluorine 624

ions determined from the present measurements agree fairly 625

well with the previous values, but in all cases are smaller. 626

For O8+ the previous value found for the differential cross 627

TABLE IV. RDEC differential and total (differential multiplied
by 8π/3) cross sections (in barns/steradian/atom and barns/atom,
respectively) for the four systems of 2.19 MeV/u (35 MeV) oxygen
and 2.11 MeV/u (40 MeV) fluorine ions incident on thin-foil targets
of carbon. The numbers in parentheses following each cross section
represent the uncertainty in the value obtained.

O8++ C O7++ C F9++ C F8++ C

dσ

d�
(θ = 90◦) 0.24(0.06) 0.24(0.10) 1.0(0.2) 0.66(0.20)

σtotal 2.0(0.5) 2.0(0.8) 8.4(1.7) 6.6(1.5)
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FIG. 12. Present results for F9+ and F8+ projectiles incident on
gas targets (N2 and Ne), and for these same projectiles in addition to
O8+ and O7+ incident on thin-foil C targets. The present gas results
are in the leftmost panels and the thin-foil results in the rightmost
panels. Theoretical calculations of Refs. [21,24] are also shown,
which were only done for the foil targets.

section was 0.71(0.5) and for F9+ it was 1.1(0.6) barns. In628

this work, cross sections for the C-foil target are reported629

for one-electron projectile ions. These cross sections do not630

differ greatly from those for the bare ions, contrary to the631

results previously found for F9+ and F8+ ions on gas tar-632

gets under single-collision conditions where the difference is633

about a factor of 6. This large contrast is attributed to the634

effect of multiple collisions for the projectile ions incident on635

thin-carbon foils. Additional theoretical cross-section calcu-636

lations should help to shed more light on the RDEC process637

and provide insight into the differences between single- and638

multiple-collision conditions.639

D. Inconsistencies between gas and640

thin-foil RDEC cross sections641

Examination of the RDEC cross sections for the gas targets642

shown in Figs. 5 and 6 (for N2 and Ne, respectively) and listed643

in Table III shows the fully stripped ions with about six times644

larger values than the cross sections for one-electron ions. On645

the other hand, the data for the thin-foil targets show some-646

thing quite different, with fluorine having cross sections for647

the fully stripped ion about 20% larger than the one-electron648

ion cross sections (see Table IV). The results for oxygen649

ions show the fully stripped and one-electron projectile values650

to have about the same value (see Table IV). This situation651

appears difficult to understand. It is probably easier to explain652

the large differences between the two charge states used for653

the gas targets than the relatively small separation found for654

the foil targets. Thus, the gas targets will be considered first.655

As noted above, the difference in the RDEC gas target 656

cross sections for both N2 and Ne was about a factor of 6 with 657

the cross sections for the fully stripped projectiles being larger 658

(see Table III). For the one-electron projectiles an electron 659

is already present in the K shell, so it can be said that the 660

probability for RDEC transitions is reduced by at least a factor 661

of 2. But this cannot be the entire story because two electrons 662

are involved in every RDEC transition, so the spin of the 663

two incoming electrons must be considered. Since there is 664

already one electron in the K shell, an electron filling the other 665

vacancy must have a spin opposite to the one that is there. The 666

incoming electrons are captured as a pair and these likely both 667

have spins in the S state, which can be either a singlet (1S) or 668

a triplet (3S). The singlet state has an aligned and unaligned 669

electron with the existing K-shell electron, and hence likely 670

reduces the one-electron ion cross section by another factor 671

of 2 compared to the fully stripped ions. For the triplet state, 672

two of the electrons have aligned configurations, and are thus 673

forbidden from making the transition, while the other two 674

are unaligned and can transfer to the K shell. This would 675

likely reduce the cross section even more, thereby permitting 676

a reduction to possibly a factor of 6. Unfortunately, the res- 677

olution and statistics of the lines in the RDEC x-ray spectra 678

obtained for the present data (Figs. 5 and 6) are insufficient 679

for determination which of these possibilities is more likely 680

to occur. Hence, a detailed analysis of the transitions that are 681

possible cannot be presented but only point in the general 682

direction, as done here, in which the transitions go. For the 683

fully stripped projectiles this situation does not come up and 684

the transition of electrons from the target via the singlet or 685

triplet states is entirely possible. 686

For the thin-foil targets, the charge state of ions with one or 687

two initial K-shell vacancies is easily changed by stripping a 688

newly formed RDEC event in passage through the remainder 689

(on average half the thickness) of the foil. This can be seen 690

from the particle spectra of Figs. 7–10 and from Table II 691

which lists the charge-stripping cross sections of the charge 692

states formed in the RDEC process. These charge-stripping 693

cross sections are of such a size that most collisions have 694

large probabilities of changing the charge state of the ion that 695

just underwent RDEC. It is likely that these charge-stripping 696

events result in the ions losing their sensitivity to the spin 697

states of the incoming two electrons, and so the spins make 698

little difference in whether an electron is stripped or not. Thus, 699

the explanation seems to be in the thickness of the target that 700

unavoidably leads to multiple collisions. The gas targets do 701

not suffer multiple collisions and thus maintain their charge 702

state following RDEC in passage through the remainder of the 703

gas target. For the foil targets studied, the projectiles studied 704

only rarely maintain the charge formed during RDEC (see 705

Figs. 7–10), and thus appear in an elevated charge state as seen 706

from the small probabilities of the unchanged charge states. 707

These explanations leave something further to examine, but 708

they are an attempt to understand the reason for the seemingly 709

fixed factor of nearly 6 for the fully stripped RDEC cross 710

sections compared to the one-electron ions in gas targets, 711

while no such factor seems to exist for the foil target results. 712

Better data with more statistics and improved resolution could 713

help to answer these questions, likely a long and arduous 714

task. 715
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VI. CONCLUSION716

Radiative double-electron capture was investigated for717

fully stripped and one-electron ions of fluorine in collisions718

with gas targets of N2 and Ne, while thin-foil targets of carbon719

were investigated for fully stripped and one-electron ions of720

oxygen and fluorine. The thin-foil targets were a followup721

to our earlier studies for oxygen and fluorine that showed722

some evidence for RDEC but were not definitive. The gas723

targets were undertaken to verify the existence of RDEC724

and to measure the cross sections for the process without725

the complications of multiple collisions. These measurements726

were followed by more complete investigations of RDEC727

for thin-foil carbon, and in these studies RDEC was seen728

in the doubly charge-changed channel (expected), the singly729

charge-changed channel, and the no change in charge channel.730

In the earlier measurements [10], the no charge channel was731

not measured as it was believed that no RDEC events would732

appear in this channel. Also, the one-electron incident ions733

were not studied [11] since previous measurements seemed734

not to show RDEC events for this ion. This last case turned out735

not to be true, and, furthermore, significant numbers of events736

were seen in the no charge channel for both ions in both charge737

states. For the gas targets, RDEC events were only observed738

in the doubly charge-changed channel as expected.739

Cross sections were determined for both the fully stripped740

and one-electron fluorine ions incident on the gas targets,741

and for the thin-foil targets the same fluorine ions, in ad-742

dition to fully stripped and one-electron oxygen ions, were743

investigated. In all cases, the cross sections for all of the744

projectiles studied were not too different from one another,745

with the cross sections for fully stripped fluorine striking the746

gas targets being about four times smaller than those found for747

the thin-foil carbon. For the foil targets with the fluorine and748

oxygen projectiles the cross sections determined are about an749

order of magnitude larger than the most recent and seemingly750

best theoretical cross sections. The experimental cross sec-751

tions were assumed to have a sin2 θ dependence between the752

measured differential cross sections at 90◦ and the predicted753

total cross sections, so this observation is based on the extent754

to which this assumption is valid.755

Amajor difference between the gas targets and the thin-foil756

targets is the fact multiple collisions occur for foil targets.757

These collisions are mainly due to charge-stripping resulting758

in the outgoing charge being elevated, so the majority of the759

RDEC events can be found in the singly charge-changed or760

the no charge-changed channels. For the gas targets, no such761

charge changing occurs. Furthermore, in the case of the gas762

targets the difference between the fully stripped and one-763

electron ions is about a factor of 6 with the fully stripped ions764

having the larger cross sections. For the foil targets, the cross765

sections for the fully stripped and one-electron ions are quite766

comparable. Also, the one-electron ions have to be corrected767

for stripping to fully stripped ions in passage through the foil. 768

The estimated contribution of photons to the incident one- 769

electron ion cross sections for O7+ → O8+ and F8+ → F9+
770

is then subtracted from the events found for the total section, 771

thereby giving larger uncertainties in these one-electron cross 772

sections. 773

To explain the differences between the gas and foil-target 774

cross sections, the spin statistics for the gas targets of the 775

incoming electrons and the compatibility of them with a 776

one-electron ion must be taken into account, and, while the 777

statistics and resolution of the two captured electrons cannot 778

be observed in the x-ray spectra obtained, a factor of about 6 779

can be accounted for. For the thin-foil target, the compatibility 780

of the incoming electrons does not seem to play a role and is 781

it reasonable to assume these conditions are broken. 782

In summary, this work represents a fairly complete study of 783

RDEC for fully stripped and one-electron projectiles incident 784

on gas and thin-foil targets. There is also some comparison 785

with theoretical calculations but this consideration is not com- 786

plete because there are no results for the projectile-gas targets 787

done in this study. Future work could focus on the angular 788

dependence of RDEC to see if a sin2 θ relationship holds 789

between the differential cross sections at 90◦ and the total 790

cross sections. Also, the study of a helium target would be 791

worthwhile as this target has just two electrons, which means 792

only two transitions are possible, namely, KK → KK and KK 793

→ KL (only the KK → KL would be possible for F8+ pro- 794

jectiles). However, the emission polarization and the helium 795

target studies would require much beam time and great effort, 796

so a real commitment would be needed to undertake either one 797

of these studies. In fact, observation of RDEC in helium was 798

attempted, giving only three RDEC counts in about 10 days of 799

round-the-clock beam time. Hence, this target was abandoned 800

in favor of running the more count-productive N2 and Ne 801

targets. Finally, more theoretical work should be done to de- 802

termine why the present calculations are off by about an order 803

of magnitude and also calculations are needed to compare 804

the theory with the present gas target measurements. Such 805

studies could provide much needed insight into the process of 806

RDEC. 807
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